
Students created these self portraits using 
recycled paper, magazines and packaging. 
Pupils worked carefully to try to match their 
skin tones and eye and hair colours. 

Recycled Portraits

1. Draw self portrait in pencil

Draw a very basic portrait in pencil, on a piece 
of thick A3 paper. There is no need to add 
detail such as eyelashes at this stage.

2. Choose materials 

Provide pupils with a selection of waste 
paper materials such as old newspapers, 
magazines, packaging, as well as some  
coloured papers to fill gaps.

Encourage them to look in the mirror at their 
skin tone, eyes, lips and hair colour and to 
select coloured paper accordingly. 

3. Start work on collage

Start to fill in the face with skintone-coloured paper. Make sure spaces are left where the eyes and mouth will 
go (the nose will be glued on top). 

Tip: Use a slightly darker-coloured paper underneath the chin. This will represent the shadow formed there, but 
also allow a separation between the neck and the face!

The students can use any colour they like for the background, but should ideally stick to one colour range (e.g. 
pinks) so that the portrait really stands out. 

4. Start to create hair and features

Show pupils how make all of the eye parts, such as the iris, the pupils and 
whites of eyes, by layering different sizes of paper.  

Show how to cut multiple shapes by folding paper and then cutting out. 
Identify the features on  a face in a group on the carpet, discussing details 
such as eyelashes, eyebrows and hair. 
To create the nose, students can cut out a nose shape from the skintone-
coloured paper. This allows it to stand out as a separate feature without 
looking silly.

Students can then add their features to the collages using cut and ripped 
paper, and hair or head-scarves using larger pieces. 

The work on this page was created by Year 3 at 

Christopher Hatton Primary School in Holborn, London. 


